
       
          Gregg’s 2018 Draft Report



Gregg’s Top 35

1 Sam Darnold QB USC 6-3/221...reminds me of a young Brett Favre...can make all 
the throws and like Favre he is fearless throwing and running...will make some 
incredible throws and some terrible ones and needs to cut down on his turnovers...when 
he sees the open man he gets the ball there with a super quick release...accurate and 
hits receivers in stride...excellent field vision and doesn’t lock on to his primary 
receiver...elusive in the pocket and excels at extending the play...keeps eyes downfield 
when scrambling...surprising speed when he takes off but will have to cut down on his 
physical style of running in the NFL...throws well on the move...doesn’t like to take a 
sack and will make some dangerous throws under pressure...played better in 
2016...franchise QB with great tools just needs to smooth out the rough edges

2 Josh Allen QB Wyoming 6-5/237...great size with a powerful arm...big 
hands...athletic...elusive...has Elway like escapability and excels at extending 
plays...strong and tough to sack...fearless runner with good speed...can make all the 
throws...inconsistent accuracy...his footwork when throwing can get messy...needs to 
learn when to throw the ball with touch or smoke it in there (gets that reversed at 
times)...threw two beautiful touchdown passes with great touch in the Senior Bowl 
game...shows flashes of greatness...can’t teach his raw talent...will need some 
refinement but he could end up being the best of this years quarterback class

3 Baker Mayfield QB Oklahoma 6-1/215...tough, fiery and fearless...tremendous 
accuracy...strong arm with a quick release...can make all the throws and has great 
touch...gets the ball to the open man quickly...good field vision and doesn’t lock on to 
his primary  receiver...plays like a point guard distributing the ball...accurate and throws 
well from the pocket or on the move...extends plays with his elusiveness...looks to throw 
first but is a quick, scrappy runner when he needs to go...will throw off balance at times 
but is surprisingly accurate...bounces on his toes in the pocket like Drew Brees because 
as a shorter QB he needs to find the lanes to throw thru...confident...decisive...an 
amazing stat is that he set the record for the most efficient QB in NCAA history in 2016 
and then improved on it in 2017...has had some off field problems and has drawn 
comparisons to Johnny Manziel but he is a far superior passer and leader than Johnny 
Football...he has that IT factor and teammates respect him and want to follow him

4 Josh Rosen QB UCLA 6-4/226...gunslinger...doesn’t have a huge arm but is accurate 
with a quick release and great touch...throws a nice deep ball...makes good anticipation 
throws before receiver makes his break...can fit ball into some tight windows...fearless, 
smart and decisive...stands in tough vs the pass rush...will take a hit to make a 
throw...takes what the defense gives...can move defenders with his pump/shoulder 
fakes...nimble feet to move around the pocket but doesn’t run much...always keeps his 
eyes downfield when under pressure...needs to improve ball security...tough to stop 
when he is hot...brought Bruins back from 44-10 deficit vs Texas A&M to win with a last 
second throw 45-44...took a beating vs USC but doesn’t back down...works under 
center and in shotgun which is a plus...his leadership  and how he relates to teammates 
have been questioned but on the field he is a gamer...has some durability concerns



5 Saquon Barkley RB Penn St 6-0/233...amazing balance...all the way speed with 
excellent quickness/acceleration...cuts on a dime...shifty  and elusive...makes first man 
miss...strong lower body...huge thighs...Mark Ingram type build but more agile...low 
center of gravity...not really  a power runner but he breaks arm tackles...will hesitate at 
times looking for a hole like Leveon Bell but he explodes when he sees the 
opening...would rather bounce outside than run inside and does some East-West 
running...excels in the passing game...good hands...tough for linebackers to stay with 
him...outstanding in pass protection...great kick returner...more of an all-purpose back 
than a workhorse between the tackles like Ezekiel Elliott and Leonard Fournette are

6 Quenton Nelson OG Notre Dame 6-5/325...powerful wide-bodied road-
grader...moves people out in the run game...comes off the ball strong and low...excellent 
finisher...blocks to the whistle...outstanding seal blocker opening big holes in the run 
game...keeps hands inside blocking...moves and pulls well...blows defenders up when 
pulling...tremendous pass protector...very alert and active...can handle quickness and 
power...vs Georgia he picked up a linebacker coming from the opposite side and put 
him on his back (you just don’t see guards picking up  blitzers from the other side like 
that)...three year starter...he is a special player and will make a major upgrade to 
someone’s offensive line immediately and should be a pro-bowler quickly

7 Bradley Chubb DE NC State 6-4/269...excellent speed and agility  for his 
size...moves like a linebacker...mostly tries to beat his opponent with quickness more 
than power...will need to develop  some pass rush moves because you can’t be one-
dimensional in the NFL...watched him vs Louisville, S Carolina and Marshall and never 
saw a spin move or anything but speed...solid against the run...strong at the point of 
attack...good hustle and pursuit...doesn’t take downs off...can run people 
down...outstanding production...20 sacks and 44 tackles for loss the last two years...six 
career forced fumbles...can’t teach his size/length/speed combination

8 Minkah Fitzpatrick CB/S Alabama 6-0/204...leader of the Bama defense...strives for 
excellence...hard worker who spends hours watching tape to get an edge on his 
opponent...believes in doing the little things...smooth athlete with excellent speed and 
agility...great instincts...very active...recognizes and reacts to the play quickly...versatile 
defender who can play anywhere in the secondary...outstanding cover skills and range 
but needs to get his head around on deep balls...ballhawk with sure hands...dangerous 
blitzer...solid tackler but doesn’t always wrap up...not a huge hitter but he has his 
moments...9 career interceptions...a winner and his game should only improve

9 Tremaine Edmunds ILB/OLB Virginia 6-4/253...fast, agile and athletic with great 
length...outstanding in pass coverage...great range...disrupts passing lanes inside with   
his height...sure tackler...excels at wrapping up  ball carrier...breaks down well and 
doesn’t miss many tackles...keeps blockers off with his long arms...sideline to sideline 
defender...tremendous closing speed when he attacks...tough to outrun him...could be 
an excellent 3-4 OLB coming off the edge...productive with a strong work ethic...clean/
smart player...good bloodlines his father is Ferrell Edmunds who played with the 
Seahawks and Dolphins...versatile three down backer who can play inside or outside



10 Denzel Ward CB Ohio St  5-11/183...not the biggest corner around but he is cat-
quick and similar  to ex-Buckeye and Defensive Rookie of the Year Marshon Lattimore 
of the Saints...outstanding cover skills...great footwork and excellent makeup 
speed...smooth backpedal and can get up  high...usually will get his head around on 
deep balls but when he doesn’t he has the discipline to not interfere but still break up 
the pass...will have to watch the grabbing after 5 yards in the pros...makes receivers 
pay for catches in front of him...quick reactor in run support...he is tough and sticks his 
nose in when tack l ing . . .phys ica l tack le r and a hard h i t te r fo r h is 
size...intense...alert...team leader...humble..best corner in the draft

11 Derwin James S Florida St 6-2/215...big, fast, and physical...strong run 
support...plays close to the line...outstanding tackler...does a great job  of breaking down 
and not letting the ball carrier past him...has a knack for getting thru the trash to get to 
the ball...excellent acceleration to the football...he is a much better tackler than Alabama 
safety Ronnie Harrison...solid cover skills...plays well in man and zone...knee injury in 
2016...perfect fit for strong safety...has the size and athleticism to handle NFL tight ends

12 Roquan Smith ILB Georgia 6-0/237...Butkus Award winner for best LB in the 
country...fast with great closing speed...quick feet...tough to block...power packed 
hitter...undersized but hits like a truck...usually  doesn’t overrun plays and wraps up 
well...dangerous on the blitz...sideline to sideline defender...outstanding range...three 
down linebacker...excellent football IQ and instincts...great preparation and 
intensity...had trouble vs Oklahoma’s big, mobile lineman getting out on him in the run 
game...could have trouble at the point of attack against massive NFL lineman...needs to 
be protected and able to run free to make plays...Ryan Shazier type big play linebacker

13 Vita Vea DT Washington 6-4/347...massive man in the middle...clogs it up 
inside...will remind you of Eagles Haloti Ngota...good feet and moves well for his 
enormous size...quick between the tackles vs the run...excellent pursuit and hustle...vs 
Utah he flushed QB out of the pocket then chased him downfield jumping over a player, 
he didn’t catch him him but it was just impressive to see such a big man with that agility 
and mobility...battles and plays hard...one blocker won’t move him...eats up double 
teams...uses brute strength to push the pocket...doesn’t get a bunch of sacks but he 
has a few moves and is very disruptive...blows up run plays knocking blockers back into 
the backfield...good motor, stamina and durability...plays to high at times losing 
leverage...most nose tackles are just two down players but Vea has the athleticism to 
play in passing...causes pressure up the middle and he opens it up for his teammates

14 Lamar Jackson QB Louisville 6-2/216...unbelievable athlete in the Mike Vick 
mold...his game speed is off the charts...runs by defenders like they are at a 
standstill...great moves and is a tough runner who doesn’t mind contact...i think he 
would be a great running back or receiver...will need some time before he starts but he 
has a live arm with a quick release and is great at extending the play...doesn’t use his 
lower body when throwing like Vick did and will need work in that area...doesn’t look to 
bad in the pocket when he has time but needs to improve his accuracy...makes some 
eye-popping throws...a work in progress but one of the best athletes i have ever seen



15 Leighton Vander Esch ILB/OLB Boise St 6-4/256...excellent size/length, speed, 
athleticism and moves like a safety....outstanding in pass coverage and has good hands 
for the pick...his height disrupts the quarterbacks sight lines in the passing 
lanes...smooth backpedal...equally strong vs the run...gets off blocks and does a great 
job of finding the football and doesn’t miss tackles when he gets there...strong hands 
and you don’t see backs breaking tackles or getting yards after contact on him...strong 
at the point of attack...creates turnovers with his hits...very productive...tremendous 
motor...hard worker...team leader...three down linebacker who can play inside or outside

16 Da’Ron Payne DT Alabama 6-2/311...quick and powerful...equally outstanding at 
rushing the passer and stopping the run...strong at the point of attack and holds his 
ground vs the double team...excels at getting off blocks and finding the 
football...delivers a strong pop  with quick/strong hands to opposing lineman stopping his 
momentum or knocking him back into the backfield...great quickness/mobility  on pass 
rush...always keeps his feet moving...slices thru the double team to get 
pressure...dominant inside player not as good as Aaron Donald but shows flashes of 
being that type of player..can bench 500 pounds..was the rock on that Alabama defense

17 Calvin Ridley WR Alabama 6-0/189...excellent speed and quickness...major deep 
threat...tough to chuck at the line of scrimmage...quick cuts, change of direction and 
great acceleration to get open...fearless over the middle...dangerous runner after the 
catch...fights for extra yards...catches the ball effortlessly...great ball skills and body 
control...comes back to help his QB and keeps trying to get open when the play breaks 
down...big production...could block better...smart and has all the tools to be great

18 Mike McGlinchey OT Notre Dame 6-8/309...outstanding size and agility...athletic 
with good feet and balance...excels at both run and pass blocking...good power and 
gets to the 2nd level well...can block in space...physical and finishes his blocks...strong 
down blocks...can handle speed or power in pass pro...light on his feet for his size and 
doesn’t get beat to the outside very often...mirrors his man well...keeps his feet 
moving...only  potential weakness i see is smaller power rushers getting leverage on 
him...team captain...39 career starts...Mike is what you want in a blind side protector

19 Courtland Sutton WR SMU 6-4/218...Terrell Owens type body and 
talent...outstanding deep threat with great size/speed/length...good agility/body control 
for his size...tremendous ball skills...excellent hands...catches the ball away from his 
body effortlessly...will have an occasional drop  when he runs before securing the 
football...physical runner after the catch and can make people miss...good acceleration 
with long strides...can take a hit and doesn’t go down easy...will push off at times and 
feisty defensive backs can get in his head...his blocking is up  and down but he can do it 
when he wants to...game-changing receiver who should dominate in the red zone



20 Marcus Davenport DE/OLB Texas-San Antonio 6-6/264...great length, quickness 
and agility...outstanding change of direction...can win off the edge with speed or 
power...strong for his tall/lanky build...blocks passes and disrupts passing lanes with his 
huge wingspan...comes hard on every snap...fights to get to the QB...tough to move in 
the run game...excellent in pursuit and can run people down...covers ground very 
quickly...plays with an edge and doesn’t back down...great production...reminds me of 
Hall of Fame linebacker Charles Haley who also came from a small school (JMU)

21 Connor Williams OT Texas 6-5/296...strong and mobile...excellent blind side 
protector...handles quickness inside/outside and is a strong anchor versus the power 
rush...good balance...handles stunts well...powerful in the run game...strong leg 
drive...collapses the defensive line on his down blocks opening nice holes for his 
running back...tough guy who blocks to the whistle and after...defenders don’t enjoy 
playing against him...gets to the 2nd level quickly  and blocks well in space...don’t like 
his cut/roll blocks...three year starter but missed 7 games last year due to a knee 
injury...team leader who would also be a nice fit at guard due to his physicality

22 Jaire Alexander CB Louisville 5-10/196...tremendous athlete with great cover 
skills...his change of direction and acceleration are awesome...very fast and has 
excellent makeup speed...always looking to take the ball away...goes for the pick 
instead of the breakup...smart...confident...competitive...physical and tackles 
well...explosive return man and a great broken field runner...only played in 7 games in 
2017 due to injuries...could have been a top 15 pick if he was healthy all year

23 Rashaan Evans ILB Alabama 6-2/232...fast and physical...explosive hitter...comes 
like a torpedo on the blitz...strong at the point of attack...attacks blockers disrupting run 
plays...doesn’t take many missteps and isn’t out of position very often...sideline to 
sideline defender...always around the ball...lines up  outside at times and can get to the 
QB with a nice spin move and good acceleration...moves well in pass coverage and is 
three down backer...will leave his feet early at times tackling and will come in hot and 
overrun the play...plays hard every down and his mistakes are of the aggressive nature 

24 Josh Jackson CB Iowa 6-0/196...nice size and length...ballhawk...led FBS with 8 
picks and 26 pass breakups...has a knack for getting his hands on the ball...he was an 
elite high jumper in high school and it shows on the field...had 3 picks in the Ohio St 
game and one looked like Odell Beckham’s famous one handed catch...tremendous 
hang time...covers the deep  ball nicely  but does give up  some short throws...decent 
tackler but doesn’t stick his nose in much vs the run...hangs out on the edges...2017 
was his first big year but Iowa Coach Ferentz says he has great attitude and work ethic

25 Carlton Davis CB Auburn 6-1/206....prototype cornerback size/speed combo...great 
length...plays tough/physical man coverage...strong in bump  and run...turns and runs 
smoothly on deep  routes...nice timing on his pass breakups...good ball skills and plays 
the ball like a receiver...consistent player with 32 career starts in the highly competitive 
SEC...solid open field tackler...wraps up well...good at stripping the ball...very 
competitive...doesn’t like to give up a reception...potential to be a lockdown corner



26 Billy Price C/OG Ohio St 6-4/305...great leader who reminds me of the Falcons 
Alex Mack...two-time team captain...stand up guy who holds his teammates and himself 
accountable...smart and intense...gets excellent leverage with his solid, wide 
body...uses his hands well and is a strong anchor vs the pass rush...alert and has his 
head on a swivel in pass protection...power and quickness in the run game...pulls and 
gets to the 2nd level quickly...good combo blocker and knows who to block...aggressive 
and goes to the whistle...fiery...durable (but did get hurt at the combine)...four year 
starter with 54 starts...has been All-American at both guard (2016) and center (2017)

27 Derrius Guice RB LSU 5-10/224...powerful runner with tremendous leg drive and a 
nice burst...does his best work inside but has the speed to get outside...does not go 
down on initial contact and almost always gets 2 to 3 yards extra after hit...doesn’t lose 
yards and takes care of the football...quick feet and can make people miss but he likes 
contact...loves to attack the defender...built like a rock...fights for every inch...tough guy 
who plays hurt...teams loaded up to stop  him because of LSU’s weak pass offense and 
still couldn’t stop  him...averaged an outstanding 7.1 yards for his career...average 
receiver and needs to improve his pass protection...looks like Beast Mode 2

28 Mike Hughes CB Central Florida 5-10/189...great speed and cover skills...can play 
man or zone...sticks with receivers tight in press coverage...smooth backpedal...will run 
receivers routes for them on deep  balls...tough to get behind him...establishes excellent 
position...good hands/ball skills...aggressive with quick reactions...flies up  to make a 
play on anything in front of him...likes to go low tackling and will throw his body 
around...doesn’t back down...awesome kick/punt return skills...two-time state champion 
QB in high school in North Carolina...works hard and has become a team leader

29 Sony Michel RB Georgia 5-11/214...this year’s Alvin Kamara...dynamic runner who 
can do it all...excellent receiver out of the backfield...solid blocker who picks up  the blitz 
well...explosive runner who can go the distance anytime he gets a touch...lightning 
quick cuts leaving defenders grasping for air...makes moves at top speed...tremendous 
open field runner...can also run tough inside...breaks arm tackles...dangerous on 
screens...Rose Bowl MVP with 4 Tds...averaged 7.9 yards per carry  in 2017...super 
productive...has some ball security issues but only lost one in 2017...great attitude

30 Mason Rudolph QB Oklahoma St 6-5/235...excellent size/arm strength...throws a 
beautiful deep ball...can really air it out on the money...nice pump and shoulder 
fakes...good touch/accuracy/release...not a threat to run but hangs tough and moves 
well in the pocket...keeps his eyes downfield under pressure...great patience waiting for 
his receivers to break open...excellent at hitting his backs and receivers on short 
patterns...takes care of the football...worked out of the shotgun and will need to learn to 
go under center...confident...consistent...great character...i like his chances



31 James Daniels C  Iowa 6-3/306...great quickness/feet/athleticism...gets into his 
blocks so quickly defenders have trouble getting any momentum...good power in the run 
game...excellent mobility getting to the 2nd level...good agility  able to turn back and seal 
defenders off...large wingspan able to keep  pass rushers at bay...anchors well vs 
power...physically/mentally tough...great leader...good character...very smart...only 20 
years old...Dwight Stephenson and Dermontti Dawson come to mind watching James

32 James Washington WR Oklahoma St 5-11/213...tremendous deep  threat...tough to 
stop if the corner doesn’t get hands on him at the line of scrimmage...excels at tracking 
the deep  ball and also on 50/50 balls...excellent hands...catches the ball away from his 
body and doesn’t break stride...gets tied up at the line at times and doesn’t always keep 
moving when QB extends play...could be tough in the slot with his quickness and 
running ability after the catch...outstanding production with an average of 19.8 yards per 
catch and 39 touchdowns for his career...you can’t teach his deep speed and ball skills

33 Dallas Goedert TE South Dakota St  6-5/256...a matchup  nightmare...hands and 
ball skills are off the charts...makes unbelievable one-handed Odell Beckham type 
grabs...palms the football like a baseball...tremendous body control and agility for a big 
man...makes catches over the middle and in traffic...great concentration...good speed 
and can get deep...tough runner after the catch with excellent yards after the 
catch...decent blocker...dominated at lower level...164 receptions and 18 touchdowns 
the last two years...I haven’t seen many tight ends with his kind of receiving skills

34 Kolton Miller OT UCLA 6-9/309...looks like an NBA power forward...moves people 
out in the run game...intense and powerful...tremendous athlete able to get to the 2nd 
level quickly and make blocks downfield...flexible and agile with good change of 
direction...needs to get stronger anchoring in pass pro...has some trouble when smaller/
quicker pass rushers get underneath him...as long as he keeps his feet and hands 
moving with his excellent arm length he can control his opponent...Nate Solder type

35 Arden Key DE LSU 6-5/238...boom or bust player...talented pass rusher who can 
bend the edge...great length and size for 3-4 OLB...quick feet and good closing 
speed...nice spin move...can beat a blocker with power, quickness or moves...uses 
hands well...holds the edge and plays the run tough...strong at the point of attack...very 
disruptive when he is on his game...missed time this year with knee and finger issues 
also had shoulder surgery last off-season...has had some off field issues...set LSU all-
time single-season sack record (12) in 2016...great potential but he is not a sure thing



Other top players
QB
Kyle Lauletta Rich 6-3/222...see Steelers prospect/round 3
Mike White W Kent 6-5/224...nice arm/touch...accurate...can extend plays...sleeper
Riley Ferguson Mem 6-3/212...live arm...accurate...nice touch...does everything quickly
Chase Litton Marsh 6-6/232...great size...athletic...good arm...quick release...consistent
Kurt Benkert UVA 6-3/218...nice arm/release...streaky...throws well on the move...tough
Brogan Roback E Mich 6-3/218...tough...competitive...nice touch...can extend plays 
Chad Kanoff Princ 6-4/225...see Steelers prospects/round 7
J.T. Barrett Ohio St 6-1/224...great competitor...smart...good arm/release...very mobile
Logan Woodside Tol 6-1/201...smart...accurate...quick release...worker...lacks big arm
Luke Falk Wash St 6-4/215...big stats...lacks arm strength/mobility...Air Raid offense
Nic Shimonek Tx Tech 6-3/225...good arm/accuracy...nice deep ball...struggled at times
Brandon Silvers 6-3/220...4 yr starter...accurate...productive...good Td to Int ratio
Matt Linehan Idaho 6-3/239...nice size...decent arm/release...accurate...lacks touch
Tanner Lee Nebr 6-4/218...nice size/arm...needs to improve accuracy/turnover rate
Nick Stevens Colo St 6-3/215...accurate...pocket passer...good ball handler...a gamer
Danny Etling LSU 6-2/215...decent arm...inconsistent...developing new throwing motion

RB
Nick Chubb Geor 5-11/227...see Steelers prospects/round 2
Ronald Jones USC 5-11/205...fast...great burst/jump cuts...elusive...runs hard...attacks 
Rashaad Penny SD St 5-11/220...all-purpose...shifty with power...elusive...return skills
Royce Freeman Oreg 5-11/229...see Steelers prospects/round 3
Kerryon Johnson Aub 5-11/213...one-cut slasher...nose for end zone...tough workhorse 
Bo Scarbrough Alab 6-1/228...good power/explosion/acceleration...straight up runner
Mark Walton Mia 5-10/202...explosive...elusive...Barry Sanders type moves..ankle issue
Kalen Ballage ASU 6-1/228..sneaky fast with power..excellent receiver..8 Tds in 1 game
Jaylen Samuels NC St 5-11/225...super versatile...speed/power/vision...great hands
Josh Adams ND 6-2/213...size/speed combo...yards after contact...ran behind great line
Nyheim Hines NC St 5-8/198...blazing speed...great burst...shifty...top return skills
Ito Smith S Miss 5-9/201...Dion Lewis type...quick/darting style...runs tough inside 
John Kelly Tenn 5-10/216...shifty but physical...tough...battles every carry...good hands 
Darrell Williams LSU 6-0/229...see Steelers prospects/round 6 
Justin Jackson Nwstrn 6-0/193...see Steelers prospects/round 6 
Chase Edmonds Ford 5-9/205...explosive...elusive..all-purpose...perfect change of pace 
Phillip Lindsay Col 5-8/190...great production...good receiver...small but picks up blitz 
Lavon Coleman Wash 5-11/233...excellent blocker...solid between the tackles runner
Ryan Nall Oreg St 6-2/232...see Steelers prospects/round 7
Roc Thomas Jack St 5-10/198...power/moves...fights for yards...good cutback runner
Justin Crawford WVU 5-11/202...shifty...more quick than fast...runs bigger than he is
Chris Warren Tx 6-2/247...quick for size...athletic...good power...lacks intensity blocking 
Akrum Wadley Iowa 5-10/194...quick...excels in the passing game...3rd down back 
Dimitri Flowers/FB Okla 6-2/248...versatile...excellent receiver...solid blocker/runner
Jordan Chunn Troy 6-0/234...good feet/agility/power...yards after contact...north-south
Jarvion Franklin W Mich 5-11/225...between the tackles...lacks speed...54 career Tds



WR  
Christian Kirk Tx A&M 5-10/201...Golden Tate type...good runner after catch...work ethic 
D.J. Moore Md 6-0/210...strong...explosive...outstanding runner...Steve Smith type 
D.J. Chark LSU 6-3/199...smooth burner/4.34...deep threat...lacked good QB play 
Equanimeous St Brown ND 6-5/214...smooth...fast...ball skills...catch radius...only 21
Deon Cain Clem 6-2/202...deep threat...great body control...explosive/elusive runner
Anthony Miller Memp 5-11/201...see Steelers prospects/round 3
Dante Pettis Wash 6-0/186...see Steelers prospects/round 3 
Michael Gallup CSU 6-1/205...physical...fearless...strong runner...Anquan Boldin type
Tre’Quan Smith UCF 6-2/210...see Steelers prospects/round 4
Simmie Cobbs Ind 6-3/220...excels on contested balls...tough runner...doesn’t separate
Marcell Ateman Ok St 6-4/216...good length...excellent on 50/50 balls...red zone threat
DaeSean Hamilton Penn St 6-1/203...excellent route runner...productive playmaker 
Auden Tate Flor St 6-5/228...great catch radius...red zone threat...physical runner
Deontay Burnett USC 6-0/186...see Steelers prospects/round 4
Allen Lazard Iowa St 6-5/225...causes matchup problems..tough in traffic...strong hands 
Korey Robertson S Miss 6-1/212...excels on 50/50 balls/back shoulder...strong runner
Keke Coutee Tx Tech 5-10/181...Brandin Cooks type...outstanding runner...deep threat
Cedrick Wilson Boise St 6-2/188...ex-Steeler’s son...balls skills/body control...productive
Jaleel Scott N Mex St 6-5/218...great wingspan...good body control...red zone threat
Javon Wims Geor 6-3/215...physical...attacks the ball...can get up...works sideline well
Justin Watson Penn 6-3/215...see Steelers prospects/round 5
Trey Quinn SMU 5-11/203...great hands/ball skills...elusive runner...will shine in the slot
Antonio Callaway Fla 5-11/200...big talent but will drop due to multiple off-field problems
J’Mon Moore Mizz 6-3/207...long/lean...quick...tough on slants...sure hands...productive
Jordan Lasley UCLA 6-1/203...talented but inconsistent...good runner after the catch 
Dylan Cantrell Tx Tech 6-3/226...see Steelers prospects/round 6
Steve Ishmael Syr 6-2/209...very productive...physical...sure hands...lacks big speed
Jake Wieneke S Dak St 6-4/221...dominant at lower level...great hands...59 career Tds
Braxton Berrios Mia 5-9/184...Amendola type...quick...sure hands...great preparation
Jester Weah Pitt 6-2/210...vertical threat...big Jr season...lacked good QB play in 2017
Quadree Henderson Pitt 5-8/192...outstanding return skills...potential as a slot receiver
Richie James Mid Tenn St 5-10/183...lightning quick...ball skills/moves/balance/agility

TE
Mike Gesicki Penn St 6-5/247..see Steelers prospects/round 2
Hayden Hurst S Car 6-4/250...tremendous hands/body control...fast...tough runner
Mark Andrews Okla 6-5/256...Jason Witten clone receiving wise...doesn’t block much
Ian Thomas Ind 6-4/259...see Steelers prospects/round 3
Troy Fumagalli Wisc 6-5/247...excellent hands...excels in big games...Mackey Award
Tyler Conklin Cent Mich 6-3/240...makes great grabs...good leaper...improving blocker
Durham Smythe ND 6-5/253...see Steelers prospects/round 5
Dalton Schultz Stan 6-5/244...strong blocker/finisher...not used much in passing game
Chris Herndon Mia 6-4/253..good hands/receiver/runner..needs to improve blocking
Jordan Akins Cent Fla 6-3/249..good hands/agility/length..played in minors..26 years old
Ryan Izzo Flor St 6-5/256...see Steelers prospects/round 7



OT
Martinas Rankin Miss St 6-4/308...excellent feet/balance...powerful hands...intense
Orlando Brown Okla 6-8/345...imposing size...not a great athlete but an excellent player
Brian O’Neill Pitt 6-7/297...talented/tough...excellent mobility...just needs to get stronger
Tyrell Crosby Oreg 6-5/309...great length/wingspan...good balance/anchor...aggressive
Chukwuma Okorafor W Mich 6-6/320...raw but has all the tools...perfect size for tackle
Will Richardson NC St 6-6/306...great length/pass pro...problems off field early in career
Jamarco Jones Ohio St 6-4/299...strong run blocker/finisher..pass pro needs some work
Joe Noteboom TCU 6-5/309...athletic...quick...mobile...good lateral movement/length 
Brandon Parker NC A&T 6-8/305...see Steelers prospects/round 4
Alex Cappa Humb St 6-6/305...brawler...tough to beat when he gets his hands on you
Brett Toth Army 6-6/305...excellent length/feet...needs to get stronger...quick learner
Geron Christian Louis 6-5/298...great length...durable...38 starts...has played both sides
Desmond Harrison W  Geor 6-6/292...big talent with off-field problems..excellent mobility 
Zachary Crabtree Okla St 6-6/318...durable mauler...finisher...leader...lacks agility
Jamil Demby Maine 6-4/319...problem with speed..strong at point of attack..move inside
Dave Bright Stan 6-5/299...versatile...dependable...durable...smart...solid pass pro 
K.C. McDermott Mia 6-6/311..good feet/pass pro..versatile..short arms may move inside 
Greg Senat Wagner 6-6/302...athletic ex-hooper...great feet...still learning the game
Timon Parris Stony Br 6-6/318...body/length/power in run game...needs better footwork

OG
Will Hernandez UTEP 6-2/327...mean streak..strong...physical..road grader in run game
Isaiah Wynn Geor 6-3/313...quick feet/hands...great balance...delvers a jolt...finisher
Braden Smith Aub 6-6/315...strong...physical...good feet...equally good in run/pass pro
Austin Corbett Nev 6-4/306...versatile...quick...explosive..aggressive..better in run game
Wyatt Teller Va Tech 6-4/314...strong hands...tough guy...not pretty but he is a battler 
Maea Teuhema SE LA 6-5/315...LSU transfer...mobile...finisher...needs technique work
Sean Welsh Iowa 6-3/306...strong at the point...battler...does best work in the run game
Cole Madison Wash St 6-5/313...good technique/balance in pass pro...solid in run game
Skyler Phillips Idaho St 6-3/324...good size/speed/change of direction...stocky...upside
Colby Gossett Appal St 6-5/311...see Steelers prospects/round 5
Brendan Mahon Penn St 6-4/320...strong...versatile...squares up and finishes his blocks
Taylor Hearn Clem 6-4/320...blue-collar inside plugger...lacks agility/athleticism...durable
Jaryd-Jones Smith Pitt 6-6/317...great size/wingspan...mobile...needs to get stronger
Leka Uhatafe Utah 6-5/295..leader..good power/pop in the run game..not great in space
Sam Jones ASU 6-5/305...smart...strong work ethic...23 starts...lacks length/speed

C
Frank Ragnow Ark 6-5/312...smart...tough...powerful...should be a long time starter
Mason Cole Mich 6-4/307...see Steelers prospects/round 4
Scott Quessenberry UCLA 6-4/315...see Steelers round 5
Will Clapp LSU 6-4/311...tough...smart...leader...can also play OG...athletic limitations
Coleman Shelton Wash 6-3/292...4 year starter...great versatility...needs to get stronger
Bradley Bozeman Alab 6-4/317...strong hands...anchors well...tough in a phone booth
Brian Allen Mich St 6-1/298...strong fireplug...smart...tough...leader...A.Q. Shipley type



DE
Sam Hubbard Ohio St 6-5/270...see Steelers prospects/round 2
Rasheem Green USC 6-4/275...top pass rusher...moves/power/agility..weight room work
Chad Thomas Mia 6-5/281...physical specimen...great closing speed...violent hands
Duke Ejiofor Wake 6-4/264...array of pass rush moves...very productive...shoulder issue
Da’Shawn Hand Alab 6-4/297...great tools...flashes dominance...prototype 5 technique
Dorance Armstrong Kan 6-4/257...fast...agile...can bend the edge...needs more moves 
Josh Sweat Fla St 6-5/251...big combine/tools..Bud Dupree type lacks pass rush moves
Tyquan Lewis Ohio St 6-3/265...see Steelers prospects/round 4
Ade Aruna Tul 6-5/262...excellent speed/length...raw...looked great in NFLPA Game
Jalyn Holmes Ohio St 6-5/283...big wingspan...better run defender than pass rusher
Breeland Speaks Ole Miss 6-3/283..quick..agile..shows flashes but needs consistency
Jo Jo Wicker ASU 6-2/296...good motor...moves well...short for end but nice production
Justin Lawler SMU 6-4/265...quick...agile..good pass rush moves..needs to get stronger
Kylie Fitts Utah 6-4/263...durability issues...fast/strong..looked good at Sr Bowl/combine
Marcell Frazier Mizz 6-5/255..good speed/length..plays hurt..works hard...15.5 TFL
Joe Ostman Cent Mich 6-2/253...undersized but a relentless defender..14 sacks in 2017 
Curtis Cothran Penn St 6-5/283...strong at point of attack...excels vs run...hard worker
John Franklin-Myers SF Aust 6-4/283...see Steelers prospects/round 7
Marcus Martin Slip Rock 6-1/250...see Steelers prospects/round 7

DT
Taven Bryan Fla 6-5/291...see Steelers prospects/round 1
Harrison Phillips Stan 6-3/307...see Steelers prospects/round 2
Maurice Hurst Mich 6-1/292...quick...good penetrator...gets leverage...heart issues
Andrew Brown UVA 6-3/296...super quick first step...one gapper...flashes greatness
Derrick Nnadi Flor St 6-1/317...stout vs run...gets leverage...quick off snap...good motor
Tim Settle Va Tech 6-3/329...see Steelers prospects/round 3
B.J. Hill NC St 6-3/311...mobile...active...high energy...holds his ground vs double team
Nathan Shepherd Ft Hays St 6-4/315...physical/brawling lineman...brings it every play
R.J. McIntosh Mia 6-4/286...disruptive...nice swim move...long strides...one gapper
Trenton Thompson Geor 6-3/288...quick...hustle/effort...pass rush skills...medical issues
Kentavius Street NC St 6-2/280...great get off...fast...can squat 700...good motor/pursuit
Deadrin Senat S Fla 6-0/314...short/powerful fireplug...quick off the snap...rotational NT
Justin Jones NC St 6-2/309...stocky wide load...strong...powerful...mobile...durable
Folorunso Fatukasi UConn 6-4/318...stout vs run...can get to QB...versatile...productive
P.J. Hall Sam Hst St 6-0/308...explosive...dominant at lower level and in Shrine game
Kendrick Norton Mia 6-3/314...wide load...mobile...quick off snap...pushes the pocket
James Looney Cal 6-3/287...versatile...athletic...disruptive...durable...excellent combine
Kahlil McKenzie Tenn 6-3/314...moves well for his size...huge lower body...short arms
John Atkins Geor 6-3/321...solid...tough...stout inside...plays with his pads low
Dalton Keene ILL St 6-4/275...good motor...40 starts...pass rush ability...nice spin move
Bilal Nichols Delw 6-4/306..good speed/length/hand use..needs to play hard every down
Lowell Lotulelei Utah 6-2/315...could be good if he keeps weight down...lacks mobility
Tony Guerad Cent Fla 6-3/297...nasty inside plugger...active...fiery...can get to the QB
Poona Ford Tx 5-11/306..quick little nose..active with good motor..gets good penetration



ILB
Jerome Baker Ohio St 6-1/229...see Steelers prospects/round 3
Josey Jewell Iowa 6-1/234...see Steeler prospects/round 4
Darius Leonard S Car St 6-2/234...good cover skills/motor...SCS all-time leading tackler
Micah Kiser UVA 6-0/238...great leader/character/production...smart...plays hurt...gamer
Christian Sam ASU 6-1/244...strong tackler...sideline to sideline...player on the rise
Genard Avery Memp 6-0/248...fast/quick/strong...closes quickly...slow to shed at times
Mike McCray Mich 6-1/243...playmaker...around the ball...hustles...solid vs run/pass
Devante Downs Cal 6-2/252...see Steelers prospects/round 4 
Dorian O’Daniel Clem 6-1/223...see Steelers prospects/round 4
Oren Burks Vand 6-3/233...see Steelers prospects/round 5
Joel Iyiegbuniwe W Kent 6-1/229...good cover skills...active...productive...special teams 
Fred Warner BYU 6-3/236...wiry...lacks bulk...good speed/agility...better vs the pass
Frank Ginda SJ St 6-0/235...see Steelers prospects/round 6
Tegray Scales Ind 6-0/230...step slow...lacks quick twitch...playmaker...18 career sacks 
Keishawn Bierria Wash 6-0/230...good instincts...closing speed...43 starts...team leader
Jason Cabinda Penn St 6-1/239...strong at point of attack...delivers a blow...a step slow
Kenny Young UCLA 6-1/236...mobile...athletic...outstanding cover skills...productive
Nick Deluca N Dak St 6-3/251..nice size...physical...excels vs run..struggles in coverage 
Azeem Victor Wash 6-2/240...versatile...hitter...injuries/suspensions have slowed him
Tre’ Williams Aub 6-2/238..big hitter..strong vs run..2 down backer..captain..injury issues
Shaun Dion Hamilton Alab 6-0/228...see Steelers prospects/round 7 
Jack Cichy Wisc 6-2/238...productive...smart...tough...injuries have slowed his career
Andre Smith UNC 6-0/237...injured in 2017...good speed...long arms...explosive hitter
Chris Worley Ohio St 6-1/238...leader...tough...not a great athlete but good intangibles
Quentin Poling Ohio 6-0/235...excellent cover skills...quick...can get engulfed at times

OLB
Malik Jefferson Tx 6-2/236...fast...explosive...great acceleration...big hitter...late bloomer
Harold Landry BC 6-2/252...good change of direction...splash plays...not a great finisher
Obo Okoronkwo Okla 6-2/253...lightning quick...good motor...situational pass rusher
Lorenzo Carter Geor 6-5/250...great speed/length/agility...gets pushed around at times
Uchenna Nwosu USC 6-2/251...see Steelers prospects/round 2
Hercules Mata’afa Wash St 6-2/254...see Steelers prospects/round 3
Jeff Holland Aub 6-1/249...can bend/flatten...good closing speed..big hitter..tough vs run
Kemoko Turay Rutg 6-5/253..athletic...explosive..can bend the edge..shoulder problems
Shaq Griffin Cent Fla 6-0/227...only has one hand...dynamic..great speed/motor/attitude
Marquis Haynes Ole Miss 6-2/235...good length/speed..quick off edge..surprising power
Skai Moore S Car 6-2/226...hybrid...great cover skills...sure hands...14 career picks 
Leon Jacobs Wisc 6-1/246...sets the edge...strong...good length...ran a 4.48 at combine
Davin Bellamy Geor 6-4/255...see Steelers prospects/round 5 
Ola Adenlyi Tol 6-1/248...stocky...strong...explosive edge rusher...good at stripping ball
La’Von Rolland-Jones Ark St 6-2/253...pass rush specialist...quickness..42 career sacks
Matthew Thomas Flor St 6-3/232...see Steelers prospects/round 6
Peter Kalambayi Stan 6-3/252...good size/speed/length...needs to turn up his game
Jake Pugh Flor St 6-3/246...great length/speed...quick with good power off the edge 



CB
Donte Jackson LSU 5-10/178...great speed/change of direction/cover skills...bad hands
Isaiah Oliver Colo 6-0/201...good size/length/speed...doesn’t like to get dirty tackling
Holton Hill Tx 6-2/196...excellent cover skills/tackling...1st rd talent but failed drug tests
Nick Nelson Wisc 5-11/200...quick feet...well built...lots of pass breakups not many picks
M.J. Stewart UNC 5-11/200...fiery...physical...strong tackler/hitter...work ethic...gamer
Duke Dawson Fla 5-11/197...scrappy...tight press coverage...physical/solid tackler/hitter
Siran Neal Jack St 6-0/206...physical...aggressive..tough in bump & run...strong run def 
D.J. Reed Kans St 5-9/188...see Steelers prospects/round 5
Anthony Averett Alab 5-11/183...fast...alert...tackles well...dependable...slight frame
J.C. Jackson Md 5-10/201...fast...physical...combative...excellent press cover...ball skills
Avonte Maddox Pitt 5-9/184...see Steelers prospects/round 5
Quenton Meeks Stan 6-1/209...see Steelers prospects/round 5
Levi Wallace Alab 6-0/179...see Steelers prospects/round 5
Kevin Toliver LSU 6-2/192...well built...physical....handsy with receivers...injury issues
Brandon Facyson Va Tech 6-1/203..size/length..smart..team guy..5 Ints as Frosh/0 since
Davontae Harris Ill St 5-11/205...see Steelers prospects/round 6 
Chandon Sullivan Geor St 5-11/194...competitive...explosive...great leaper...tackles well 
Tarvarus McFadden Flor St 6-2/204...good length...explosive leaper...lacks great speed
Rashaan Gaulden Tenn 6-1/197...great versatility...fiery...strong tackler...around the ball
Greg Stroman Va Tech 5-11/182...see Steelers prospects/round 6
Darius Phillips W Mich 5-10/193...coverage/return skills...good instincts...weak tackler
Kameron Kelly SD St 6-2/204...versatile..10 career Ints...solid tackler..lacks great speed
Isaac Yiadom BC 6-1/190...better on deep balls than shorter routes..may move to safety
Parry Nickerson Tul 5-10/182...blazing speed...thin frame...ballhawk...16 career picks

S
Justin Reid Stan 6-0/207...see Steelers prospects/round 2
Ronnie Harrison Alab 6-2/207...good size/speed...physical...misses tackles...overrated
Marcus Allen Penn St 6-2/215...see Steelers prospects/round 2
Terrell Edmunds Va Tech 6-0/217...see Steelers prospects/round 2
Jessie Bates Wake 6-1/200...ballhawk...fluid movements..not a big hitter but sure tackler
Jordan Whitehead Pitt 5-10/198...fast...physical...hitter..good range...best football ahead
Kyzir White WVU 6-2/218...box safety...force vs the run...plays with an edge...versatile 
DeShon Elliott Tx 6-1/210...see Steelers prospects/round 4
Quin Blanding UVA 6-2/207...lacks speed/measurables but makes plays...good tackler T
Armani Watts Tx A&M 5-10/202...playmaker...ball skills...fiery...aggressive...low tackler
Godwin Igwebuike Nwstrn 5-11/213...excellent speed/change of direction...in the box 
Natrell Jamerson Wisc 5-11/201...leader...versatile...smart...good speed/range/instincts
Troy Apke Penn St 6-1/200...see Steelers prospects/round 6 
Tre Flowers Okla St 6-3/202...see Steelers prospects/round 6
Damon Webb Ohio St 5-11/209...see Steelers prospects/round 6
Dane Cruikshank Az 6-1/209...athletic...physical...strong...fast...grabby in coverage 
Tray Matthews Aub 6-1/213...physical...strong...explosive hitter...fiery...good speed
Jeremy Reaves S Alab 5-11/204..plays bigger than size..nose for ball..strong competitor
Trayvon Henderson Haw 6-0/200...fast...hitter...good run support...needs coverage work



STEELER DRAFT POSSIBILITIES : the Steelers don’t have picks in the 4th and 6th 
round but they have two in the 5th and 7th. They may make some trades to get back 
into those rounds so i have given you some players in the 4th/6th that may interest them 

Round 1 pick  #28

Kyle Vander Esch ILB Boise St...my favorite of the three inside linebackers who could 
be the Steelers 1st round pick...a great athlete with tremendous production and he is  
bigger than both Evans and Smith...it is a big advantage having a tall inside linebacker 
who can disrupt the quarterbacks passing lanes...a nose for the football and a 
tremendous tackler who hardly  ever misses...fast and powerful...smart...leader...non-
stop motor...i think of Jack Lambert when i watch him with his outstanding pass 
coverage and the way he gets to the football and puts down the runner with authority

Rashaan Evans ILB Alabama...big hitting inside backer who is equally  tough playing 
the run or in pass coverage...one of the more dynamic hitters in the draft and will bring 
the Steelers some toughness on the defensive side of the ball which they are presently 
lacking...can play inside or outside and is an effective on the blitz...plays hard every 
down and is always around the ball...good chance he is there when the Steelers pick

Roquan Smith ILB Georgia...Steelers will have to trade up to get him but he is an 
outstanding player and would be a perfect replacement for Ryan Shazier...he has the 
same type of abilities as Ryan the way he flies around the field with great speed, 
instincts and hitting ability...prides himself on knowing everything there is to know about 
his opponent and is always prepared which is the kind of player the Steelers need

Jaire Alexander CB Louisville...outstanding cover and ball skills...plays the ball like a 
receiver..very fast with excellent makeup speed...acceleration and change of direction is 
awesome...physical and a sure tackler...confident and competitive...tremendous moves 
as a punt returner...Steelers need playmakers in the secondary and Alexander has it

Marcus Davenport OLB Texas San-Antonio...speed and power off the 
edge...outstanding agility and change of direction...tough to block with his great length 
and wingspan...with T.J. Watt on one side and Davenport on the other the Steelers 
would have a formidable pass rush...comes from a small school but dominated during 
Senior Bowl Week against the best players and did the same at the combine

Derrius Guice RB LSU...there is no way Leveon Bell will be a Steeler for life so a great 
back is a must for the future...Guice is a hammer and would be a great Steeler and give 
them more of a power run game...one of the strongest, toughest backs you will see 
always getting extra yards after contact...very comparable to Marshawn Lynch

Taven Bryan DE/DT Florida...Steelers need more disruptive players up  front...Bryan is 
explosive, quick, mobile and tough...can play 5 tech and give the Steelers an excellent 
rotation with Heyward and Tuitt and keep those two fresh...I feel they are on the field too 
much and wear down thru the long season...he can also move inside on passing downs



Round 2 #60

Harrison Phillips DE/DT Stanford..outstanding run defender...doesn’t give an 
inch...powerful...can push the pocket....Steelers have to shore up the run defense and 
Phillips is just the ticket...can be a swing man for all positions on the line...handles 
double teams...very strong (42 reps x 225)...great motor...brings it on every down...not a 
great pass rusher but had 15.5 career sacks...hard nosed player you want on your team

Sam Hubbard OLB Ohio St...big, rangy and versatile...disruptive defender...can bend 
and set the edge...not a real explosive pass rusher but he is relentless and tough to 
escape when in pursuit...can line up at multiple positions...beat top  guard in the draft 
Quenton Nelson/ND for a sack when he lined up  inside...strong vs the run and is a sure 
tackler...good change of direction...T.J. Watt type would give steelers nice bookends

Chenna Nwosu OLB/ILB USC...played mostly outside but could excel inside for the 
Steelers...good size/speed/change of direction...excellent hustle/pursuit...sets the edge 
firmly...strong tackler/wraps up well...long arms...has a knack for knocking down passes

Justin Reid S  Stanford...versatile, playmaking DB who can play anywhere in the 
secondary...excellent range and ball skills...moves well in man or zone...played  a great 
deal at slot corner with the Cardinal but is projected as a safety  in the NFL...not a big 
hitter but is a sure tackler...very intelligent...brother Eric plays safety for the 49ers

Terrell Edmunds S Virginia Tech...outstanding athlete with good size...excellent speed 
and jumping ability...solid ball and cover skills but needs work on the deep ball...strong 
tackler/hitter...only  21 and should only get better...Steelers would be elated to draft him 
and his brother Tremaine in the first two rounds but his brother will be a top 15 pick

Sony Michel RB Georgia...if the Steelers don’t want to pay Leveon Bell huge bucks 
Michel is a perfect replacement....he can do it all like Bell...he is not quite as physical 
but faster and more of a big play back...also an outstanding receiver and blocker

Nick Chubb RB Georgia...downhill runner with power and balance...explosive with 
strong leg drive...good footwork in tight spaces like the Bus...always moving 
forward...battles for extra yards and you have to wrap him up...body like Fournette

Marcus Allen SS Penn St...physical defender and one of the biggest hitters in the 
draft...sees what he is hitting and lays the wood...separates receivers from the ball...five 
career forced fumbles...good instincts and a quick reactor...only one career pick but has 
good speed and can cover...experienced four year starter...leader of the defense

Mike Gesicki TE Penn St...tremendous athlete with a 41.5” vertical and runs a 4.54 
forty...will be a big matchup  problem for defenses with his speed, size and ball 
skills....zero drops the last two years...runs sharp routes...not a great blocker but a 
tremendous weapon in the passing game...would give Ben another excellent option



Round 3  #92

Jerome Baker ILB Ohio St...undersized but very productive...led Buckeyes in tackles 
in 2017...quick with outstanding cover skills...moves like a defensive back...explosive 
blitzer with closing speed...good hustle and pursuit...consistent...about the same size as 
Ryan Shazier but if he could add 10 to 15 pounds of muscle he could be dynamite

Royce Freeman RB Oregon...strong one-cut runner...good vision/power...surprising 
speed...quick feet and can make first man miss...plus yards after contact...strong leg 
drive...likes contact and punishes defenders...best between the tackles...workhorse...if 
Bell is gone Freeman, James Conner and a 3rd down back would be a nice trio

Tim Settle NT/DT Virginia Tech...massive but surprisingly mobile, agile and 
athletic...only 20 years old (said he hasn’t developed grown man strength yet)...stout 
run defender...gets good leverage and is tough to move...can get off blocks and find the 
football...handles double teams...quick feet and pass rush ability...can push the 
pocket...works hard...good motor...Steelers need more beef up front and he brings it

Ian Thomas TE Indiana...old school tight end who can block and is also a threat in the 
passing game...runs well and is an excellent target...good hands and body 
control...made an incredible one-handed grab  on a pass behind him vs Penn St...a load 
to bring down after the catch...strong work ethic and an excellent team first attitude

Hercules Mata’afa LB/DL Washington St...relentless defender...tremendous pursuit 
and stamina...quick/powerful/explosive...could play  outside/inside or line up  on the 
defensive line...lives in the backfield...strong at the point of attack...outstanding bend 
around the edge...great closing speed...will need work in pass coverage 

Anthony Miller WR Memphis...AB clone...great production and super hard 
worker...catches the ball anywhere on the field (bombs, crossing patterns, screens, 
etc.)...big excellent hands...makes great grabs...elusive runner with tremendous 
explosion...physical and tough...very  strong...would be a dynamic slot receiver in the 
Steelers offense and a major upgrade over Eli Rogers letting Juju move outside

Dante Pettis WR Washington...tremendous return skills...9 punt returns and 5 kickoff 
returns for Tds in his career...slices thru coverage teams with great acceleration, vision 
and moves...not a burner but can get deep...excellent route runner...tremendous body 
control...can contort his body to make great catches...would be great in slot...Steelers 
are always below average on return teams and this kid could change that for years

Kyle Lauletta QB Richmond...nice size...big arm...can make all the throws and can 
really  air it out...puts plenty  of air under his deep balls...good anticipation on his 
throws...excellent accuracy and can drill it into some tight windows...strong in the pocket 
and tough to sack...throws well on the move...ex-lacrosse player is a tough, physical 
runner...smart and a good leader...has all the tools to be the future Steelers QB



Round 4 

Tre’Quan Smith WR Central Florida...good size/speed combo...long arms and strong 
hands...can go up and get it...can stretch the field...averaged 16.4 yards per catch for 
career...improves every year...has subtle, smooth moves to get open...catches ball 
away from his body...at UCF they say No Block-No Rock and he got the rock alot

Josey Jewell ILB Iowa...reminds me of the Cowboys Sean Lee...always around the 
ball...excellent tackler who wraps up  and puts people on the ground hard...good hustle/
pursuit/instincts...smart...intense...strong...moves well in pass coverage...playmaker

Devante Downs ILB Cal...outstanding under the radar player because of a year ending 
injury...was having a tremendous season (2x PAC 12 Def Player of Week) when he 
went down with a lower body injury...quick...physical...three down backer who moves 
well and has good hands in coverage...good tackler/hitter...dangerous on blitz...leader

Dorian O’Daniel ILB Clemson...excellent speed/quickness...great change of 
direction...moves like a defensive back...outstanding cover skills...two pick 6’s this 
year...sideline to sideline defender...tough to block and a TKO hitter...explosive on the 
blitz...smart with a great motor...would be a nice replacement for Ryan Shazier

Tyquan Lewis DL/OLB Ohio St...played tackle and end for the Buckeyes but i like him 
at OLB for the Steelers in the Lamar Woodley mold but you could also put him on the 
line in passing situations to get more pass rushing weapons on the field...he weighs 
close to 265 but moves like a much smaller man...great motor...comes hard and low 
with leverage and can bend the edge...violent hands...tough...team guy with no issues

Deontay Burnett WR USC...very  quick and can get deep but he excels on the short 
crossing routes...skinny but wiry strong and can take a hit...good hands and makes 
some amazing grabs...knows how to get open and is an explosive runner after the 
catch...great production...would be dynamite in the slot and as a 4th receiver

DeShon Elliott S Texas....productive playmaker with excellent cover/ball skills...9 
career picks...gets his hands on numerous passes...strong in run support and a solid 
tackler which is a Steeler weakness...dangerous on the blitz...nose for the football

Mason Cole C Michigan...would be a perfect replacement for Chris Hubbard because 
of his versatility able to play all offensive line positions at a high level...good feet/
balance/mobility...smart...tough...physical...nasty...Ironman with 51 career starts

Brandon Parker OT North Carolina A&T...a bit of a project but has some nice tools to 
work with...good size/feet/balance...very tough and plays hard with great 
intensity...strong in the run game...decent mobility...needs some technique work and 
some time in the weight room...gave up zero sacks in 48 career starts at NC A&T



Round 5 #148 & #165

Justin Watson WR Penn...Pittsburgh kid models his game after Hines Ward...strong 
with excellent hands and body control...uses body to shield defender well...sneaky 
fast...reminds me of ex-Bronco Ed McCaffrey...tracks the deep  ball nicely...makes some 
unbelievable grabs...all-time Quaker receiving leader...had an outstanding Pro Day

Davin Bellamy OLB Georgia...doesn’t get as much pub as teammate Lorenzo Carter 
but he matched his play...long/stronger than he looks...can set the edge and is tough vs 
the run...strong tackler...battles every play...intense...can get to the QB or drop  into 
coverage...beat Mike McGlinchey for sack and forced fumble to seal victory vs the Irish

Scott Quessenberry C/OG UCLA...not the biggest or strongest but he wins most of his 
battles...active, alert and tough as nails...smart and experienced...gets leverage and 
uses his hands well...quick/mobile and blocks in space well...can play guard or center

Durham Smythe TE Notre Dame...mainly used as a blocker for the Irish and he excels 
at it...looked excellent running patterns and catching the ball at Senior Bowl week...good 
body control and shields defender well...attacks the ball with strong/sure hands

Quenton Meeks CB Stanford...smart...hard worker...student of the game...30 career 
starts...can play man or zone but excels in press coverage...physical and knocks 
receivers off their route...alert and a quick reactor...more quick than fast with good 
change of direction...strong tackler...ex-centerfielder with excellent ball skills

Avonte Maddox CB Pitt...tough...combative...can play press or zone...jams receivers 
at the line of scrimmage...will move inside in the pros...cat quick able to stay with slot 
receivers...strong tackler...plays bigger than he is...team leader with a strong work ethic

D.J. Reed CB Kansas St...not real big but he is quick and put together...good cover 
skills with quick breaks on the ball...can cover deep...good ball skills...aggressive vs the 
run...wraps up well tackling...great preparation in the film room...competitive and 
tough...will add depth in secondary and take over kick/punt return duty where he excels 

Levi Wallace CB Alabama...scrappy, dependable corner who battles on every 
play...decent speed with quick feet...has a knack for getting his hands in to breakup or 
strip  pass away...can play man or zone...makes big plays...disciplined and doesn’t take 
many penalties...strong run support and will hit...tough/resilient kid with no issues

Oren Burks LB Vanderbilt...under the radar but he can play...nice size with excellent 
speed and explosiveness...39.5” vertical...long arms and gets off blocks quickly...battles 
thru the trash to get to the football...very good cover skills...impressive at Senior Bowl

Colby Gossett OG Appalachian St...tough kid who is very  physical and blocks to the 
whistle...active always looking for people to hit...strong anchor and alert in pass pro...his 
head is on a swivel...gets after it in the run game...durable with 45 career starts



Round 6 

Frank Ginda ILB San Jose St...undersized fireplug...very  quick and can 
cover...tackling machine (led the nation with 173 stops)...excellent instincts...gets off 
blocks quickly...strong...tough...fiery...hungry  player who loves the game...very 
underrated and is only an inch smaller than top LB Roquan Smith and more productive

Matthew Thomas LB Florida St...a gamble pick because of injury and off field issues 
but he is a great player when on the field...fast, long and explosive...ran a 4.58 forty with 
a 41.5 vertical at the combine...explosive hitter...dangerous on the blitz...hybrid LB who 
reminds me of the Jags Telvin Smith the way he flies around the field and finishes

Darrel Williams RB LSU...underrated back who does everything well...tough inside 
runner with good power...can push the pile...doesn’t fumble...patient runner...excellent 
hands and a factor in the passing game...solid blocker...strong work ethic...played 
behind Leonard Fournette and Darius Guice but still won LSU team MVP in 2017

Justin Jackson RB Northwestern...consistent/productive/durable...does everything 
well...slippery runner who can run inside or out...can run with finesse or power...strong 
lower body...good hands/blocker...James White type...4 years over 1,000 yards rushing

Dylan Cantrell WR Texas Tech...great athlete...check out his dunks on you 
tube...dominated at the combine...power receiver with excellent body control and 
leaping ability...shields defender well from the ball...nice target in the red zone...lack of 
separation skills will probably make him a day 3 pick but would be an excellent #4 or #5

Greg Stroman CB Va Tech...ballhawk (9 career picks) and strong cover skills...skinny 
but plays tough...feisty and aggressive...picked up  big receiver Marcell Ateman and 
spiked him into the ground ala Mel Blount...tough in run support...excellent punt returner

Davontae Harris CB Illinois St...well built with excellent speed...good hands and body 
control for the pick...can play tight man coverage and shows good awareness in 
zone..shows flashes of good tackling but needs consistency...gunner on special teams

Tre Flowers S Oklahoma St...outstanding speed/length...long arms...good ball 
skills...wiry strong...experienced four year strong safety...matches up size/speed wise 
with NFL tight ends...solid tackler and hitter...needs to refine his cover skills

Troy Apke S Penn St...he was the best player on the field in the NFLPA 
Game...excellent range and a good tackler...he blew it up in Indy by running a 4.34 forty 
and a 41” vertical so his stock is shooting up...should be a standout special teamer

Damon Webb S Ohio St...not real big and fast but is tough and smart and makes 
plays...dependable...solid run support and sure tackler...nose for the football and is a 
good ballhawk...good depth player who should excel on special teams...Will Allen type



Round 7 #220 & #246 

Marcus Martin LB/DE/FB/ST Slippery Rock...holds the NCAA all-time record for sacks 
from a defensive end...plays with great energy...quickness and power...played fullback 
in Shrine Game and Pro Day and has looked good...will be a hammer blocking and has 
good hands..could be used in defensive packages and should be a great special teamer

Chad Kanoff QB Princeton...pocket passer with good size and a big arm...nice touch 
and release...good pump fakes and anticipation on his throws...smart...great senior 
season completing 73.2% (Ivy league record) of his throws with 29 touchdowns

Jordan Wilkins RB Ole Miss...lacks great speed but is explosive and plays quick...can 
run with power or make people miss...great moves in space...has those quick cuts like 
Leveon Bell...breaks tackles and gets yards after contact...excellent receiver/blocker

Ryan Nall RB Oregon St...”the Wrecking Nall”...looks like a young Larry Csonka 
plowing thru defenses...outstanding yards after contact...runs thru arm tackles 
easily...surprising speed and has quick feet able to make defenders miss...good 
receiver...gets the tough yards and takes care of the football...a nose for the end zone

Chris Campbell CB Penn St...good sized corner who looks better in press coverage 
than off...good speed/quickness...long arms and an outstanding leaper (41” 
vertical)...aggressive in run support and he will hit...alert, scrappy and underrated

Danny Johnson CB Southern A&M....small but plays big...great speed and ball 
skills...gets up  high and attacks the ball in the air...plays the ball like a 
receiver...amazing one-handed pick vs Alcorn St...aggressive and explosive hitter for his 
size...should be an excellent slot corner with playmaking ability and adds return skills

Ryan Izzo TE Florida St...old school tight end who can block and catch equally 
well...catches football with his hands away from his body...tough and competitive...plays 
hard and with an edge...physical runner after the catch and doesn’t go down without a 
fight...protects the football and does the little things it takes to win

Shaun Dion Hamilton ILB Alabama...quick feet...good instincts...hard hitter...sure 
tackler...plays bigger than he is...wraps up well...playmaker with excellent cover 
skills...would go much higher but has had multiple knee injuries...worth a shot this late

John Franklin-Myers DE Stephen F Austin...needs to add a few pounds for 5 tech but 
he can play...good speed and quickness...gets off blocks and is tough vs the run...very 
active with a nose for the ball...can get to the QB but needs to develop a few more 
moves...outstanding effort...no one could handle him in the NFLPA Game

Joshua Frazier NT Alabama...strictly a run stopping nose tackle...did well when he got 
playing time...plays with good leverage and can clog up the middle...gets his hands up  
when he doesn’t get penetration...the new Steeler line coach was his coach at Alabama



Steeler Draft Day Scenarios I would be happy with...

1. Leighton Vander Esch/ILB-OLB Boise St
2. Justin Reid/S Stanford
3. Kyle Lauletta/QB Richmond
5. Davin Bellamy/OLB Georgia                   Shore up LB corps and get future QB
5. Justin Watson/WR Penn
7. Frank Ginda/ILB San Jose St
7. Ryan Izzo/TE Florida St

1. Rashaan Evans/ILB Alabama
2. Harrison Phillips/DT Stanford
3. Mason Cole/C-OG-OT Michigan
5. Quenton Meeks/CB Stanford                 Defense becomes much more physical
5. Jaleel Scott/WR N Mexico St
7. Troy Apke/S Penn St
7. Darrell Williams/RB LSU

1. Derrius Guice/RB LSU
2. Sam Hubbard/OLB Ohio St
3. Jerome Baker/ILB Ohio St
5. Da’Shawn Hand/DE Alabama                Tough, workhorse RB and lots of defense               
5. Scott Quessenberry/C-OG UCLA
7. Tre Flowers/S Oklahoma St
7. Danny Johnson/CB Southern A&M

1. Taven Bryan/DE-DT Florida
2. Nick Chubb/RB Georgia
3. Anthony Miller/WR Memphis
5. Shaquem Griffin/LB Central Florida     a top D-lineman and two excellent skill players
5. Greg Stroman/CB Virginia Tech
7. Shaun Dion-Hamilton/ILB Alabama
7. Dane Cruickshank/S-CB Arizona

1. Marcus Davenport/OLB Texas-San Antonio
2. Marcus Allen/SS Penn St
3. B.J. Hill/NT North Carolina St
5. Dorian O’Daniel/ILB Clemson                     Four future starters on defense
5. Deontay Burnett/WR USC
7. Justin Jackson/RB Northwestern
7. Rashaan Gulden/CB-S Tennessee



3 ROUND MOCK DRAFT

 Round 1
 
1   Cleveland...Sam Darnold/QB USC
2   NY Giants...Saquon Barkley/RB Penn St
3   NY Jets (from Ind)...Josh Rosen/QB UCLA
4   Cleveland (from Hst)...Bradley Chubb/DE NC St
5   Denver...Baker Mayfield/QB Oklahoma
6   Indianapolis (from NYJ)...Minkah Fitzpatrick CB/S Alabama
7   Tampa Bay...Derwin James S Florida St
8   Chicago...Quenton Nelson/OG Notre Dame
9   San Francisco...Denzel Ward/CB Ohio St
10 Oakland...Tremaine Edmunds/LB Virginia Tech
11 Miami...Roquan Smith/ILB Georgia
12 Buffalo (from Cinc)...Josh Allen/QB Wyoming
13 Washington... Vita Vea/NT Washington         
14 Green Bay...Josh Jackson/CB Iowa
15 Arizona...Lamar Jackson/QB Louisville
16 Baltimore...Billy Price/C Ohio St
17 LA Chargers...Da’Ron Payne/DT Alabama 
18 Seattle...Derrius Guice/RB LSU
19 Dallas...Calvin Ridley/WR Alabama
20 Detroit...Taven Bryan/DT Florida
21 Cincinnati (from Buf)...Connor Williams/OT Texas
22 Buffalo (from KC)...Rashaan Evans/ILB Alabama
23 New England (from LA Rams)...Marcus Davenport DE/OLB UTSA
24 Carolina...Courtland Sutton/WR SMU
25 Tennessee...James Daniels/C Iowa
26 Atlanta...D.J. Moore/WR Maryland
27 New Orleans...Christian Kirk/WR Texas A&M
28 Pittsburgh...Leighton Vander Esch/LB Boise St
29 Jacksonville...Mike McGlinchey/OT Notre Dame
30 Minnesota...Isaiah Wynn/OG Georgia
31 New England...Kolton Miller/OT UCLA
32 Philadelphia...Jaire Alexander/CB Louisville



Round 2

33 Cleveland...Martinas Rankin/OT Mississippi St
34 NY Giants...Will Hernandez/OG UTEP  
35 Cleveland (from Hst)...Harrison Phillips/DT Stanford 
36 Indianapolis...Nick Chubb/RB Georgia         
37 Indianapolis (from NYJ)...Orlando Brown/OT Oklahoma
38 Tampa Bay...Sony Michel/RB Georgia
39 Chicago...Brian O’Neill/OT Pitt
40 Denver...James Washington/WR Oklahoma St
41 Oakland...Tyrell Crosby/OT Oregon
42 Miami...Dallas Goedert/TE S Dakota St
43 New England (from SF)...Hayden Hurst/TE South Carolina
44 Washington...Ronald Jones/RB USC
45 Green Bay...Justin Reid/S Stanford
46 Cincinnati...Frank Ragnow/C Arkansas
47 Arizona...Equanimeous St. Brown/WR Notre Dame
48 LA Chargers...D.J. Chark/WR LSU
49 Indianapolis (from Seat)...Malik Jefferson/LB Texas
50 Dallas...Ronnie Harrison/S Alabama
51 Detroit...Mike Gesicki/TE Penn St
52 Baltimore...Mark Andrews/TE Oklahoma
53 Buffalo...Anthony Miller/WR Memphis
54 Kansas City...Arden Key/DE-OLB LSU
55 Carolina...Mike Hughes/CB Central Florida
56 Buffalo (from LA Rams)...Harold Landry/DE-OLB Boston College
57 Tennessee...Lorenzo Carter/OLB Georgia
58 Atlanta...Maurice Hurst/DT Michigan
59 San Francisco (from NO)...Dante Pettis/WR Washington
60 Pittsburgh...Marcus Allen/SS Penn St
61 Jacksonville...Donte Jackson/CB LSU
62 Minnesota...Carlton Davis/CB Auburn
63 New England...Mason Rudolph/QB Oklahoma St
64 Cleveland (from Phil)...Rashaad Penny/RB San Diego St



Round 3

65 Buffalo (from Clev)...Ian Thomas/TE Indiana
66 NY Giants...Isaiah Oliver/CB Colorado
67 Indianapolis...Deon Cain/WR Clemson
68 Houston...Chukwuma Okorafor/OT W Michigan
69 NY Giants (from Tampa)...Kyle Lauletta/QB Richmond
70 San Francisco (from Chi)...Royce Freeman/RB Oregon
71 Denver...Da’Shawn Hand/DE Alabama
72 NY Jets...Duke Ejiofor/Edge Wake Forest
73 Miami...Andrew Brown/DT Virginia
74 San Francisco...Rasheem Green/DE USC
75 Oakland...Tim Settle/DT Virginia Tech
76 Green Bay...Obo Okoronkwo/Edge Oklahoma
77 Cincinnati...Jessie Bates/FS Wake Forest
78 Kansas City (from Wash)...Braden Smith/OG Auburn
79 Arizona...DeShon Elliott/S Texas
80 Houston (from Seat)...Sam Hubbard/OLB Ohio St
81 Dallas...Josey Jewell/ILB Iowa
82 Detroit...Duke Dawson/CB Florida
83 Baltimore...Uchenna Nwosu/LB USC
84 LA Chargers...Jamarco Jones/OT Ohio St
85 Carolina (from Buf)...Kerryon Johnson/RB Auburn
86 Kansas City...Austin Corbett/OG Nevada
87 LA Rams...Hercules Mata’afa/Edge Washington St
88 Carolina...Chad Thomas/DE Miami
89 Tennessee...Derek Nnadi/NT Florida St
90 Atlanta...Tyquan Lewis/DE Ohio St
91 New Orleans...Nathan Shepherd/DT Ft Hays St
92 Pittsburgh...B.J. Hill/NT North Carolina St
93 Jacksonville...Christian Sam/ILB Arizona St
94 Minnesota...Wyatt Teller/OG Virginia Tech
95 New England...M.J. Stewart/S North Carolina
96 Buffalo (from Phil)...Troy Fumagalli/TE Wisconsin
97 Arizona...Josh Sweat/Edge Florida St
98 Houston...Deontay Burnett/WR USC
99 Denver...Shaquem Griffin/LB Central Florida
100 Cincinnati...Tre/Quan Smith/WR South Florida




